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Media Release: 21 May 2008  
 
 

Independent Property Valuations Support MAB’s US Investment Strategy  
A recent valuation by CB Richard Ellis for MAB Corporation’s US based fund MIRT (MAB International Retail Trust) 
resulted in a 3.8% increase over the initial 2006/2007 purchase prices - an excellent result for investors in light of 
the current environment.   

 
Commenting on the valuation results, MAB Funds Management General Manager, Mr Nick Gray said “the results 
are particularly pleasing given the current environment where there is much speculation regarding the strength of 
the US economy and property market”.  

 

During his visit to Australia last September, David Rosenthal, President of US-based MAB Rosenthal and partner of 
MAB Funds outlined the advantages of investing in the commercial property markets in the USA, in particular 
focusing on non-discretionary, grocery anchored retail assets in regions exhibiting strong demographics.   

 

Mr Gray went on to say “the strategy for MIRT to acquire grocery anchored retail centres in areas with strong 
population growth and above average income growth has now been supported by the recent valuation of the MIRT 
portfolio.  The MIRT shopping centres are located in areas of North and South Carolina which exhibit these 
fundamental characteristics. 

 

“An excellent example is in Charlotte, North Carolina which has the most resilient housing market in the US being 
the only city in the S&P/Case-Shiller National Home Price Index (released April 2008) to record a positive house 
price increase in 12 months to 29 February 2008.  It also has the strongest office market in the USA with a vacancy 
rate of only 2.6% at December 2007” (CB Richard Ellis survey). 

 



 

 

“We are pleased with the success of the MIRT portfolio, which has an occupancy level of 98.8% and debt locked in 
until at least October 2011.  We are by no means complacent and we continue to monitor the US economic 
environment closely.  

 

“However, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the low cost of debt relative to property yields and the likelihood 
that liquidity in debt markets will improve over the next six to twelve months, will result in a return to rational 
decision making and mean that is there is likely to be increased interest from foreign and domestic investors in 
these fundamentally sound segments of the US property market,” said Mr Gray.   

 

The MIRT portfolio is open for investment and that further information can be obtained at www.mabfunds.com.au 

  

MIRT Key Features 
Responsible Entity MAB Funds Management Limited 
Structure  Unlisted unit trust 
Asset class Grocery anchored retail property 
Term of trust Initial term to 2013 with ability to add properties with additional raisings 

during that time 
Minimum investment AU$10,000  
Distribution frequency Quarterly 
Forecast distribution yield^ Actual return 30/6/2007 – 8.40%#  

FYE 30/6/2008 – 8.45%  
FYE 30/6/2009 – 8.50% 
Tax advantage 90% for forecast period 

Strong lease expiry profile 7.4 years by income from 1 January 2008 
Average expiry for major tenants 11.7years 

Debt and gearing Borrowings drawn in USD 
32 % of debt facilities expire in 2011 
68% of debt facilities in 2013 

Hedging AUD capital hedged until 2013 
USD distributions substantially hedged until 2013 

Exit All investors provided with exit opportunity in 2013 
 

*8.45% pa forecast average distribution yield for the forecast period to 30 June 2009.   
#Annualised.  
^This forecast distribution yield includes a distribution from MAB International Retail Trust (ARSN 121 054 662) and an interest 
payment from MAB American Property REIT Inc (ARBN 123 316 209). 
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About MAB Funds Management 
MAB FM is a specialist property investment manager.  Formed in 2001, the team has established a successful 
track record in managing property assets throughout Australia, New Zealand and the USA.  A key strength of MAB 
FM is its ability to offer investors an integrated property investment team incorporating funds management, asset 
management, development management and support services. 

 

MAB FM has almost $300 million funds under management in the MAB International Retail Trust, MAB Diversified 
Property Trust, MAB Bourke Street Trust   MAB FM is a subsidiary of diversified property group MAB Corporation.  

 

With over $2 billion in projects completed or commenced, MAB Corporation generates approximately 
$250 million in annual sales and has net assets approaching $300 million.  MAB Corporation was formed in 1995 
by Michael and Andrew Buxton – whose family has been active in real estate since 1861 – and employs over 100 
people in its property investment, development and management businesses. 

 
About MAB Rosenthal 
In 2006 MAB Funds Management Limited formed a dynamic investment operation with Los Angeles based 
Rosenthal Realty Investment Management Inc, an affiliate of property consultants Curtis-Rosenthal, to 
professionally manage the MIRT property portfolio.  MAB Rosenthal is responsible for the following activities within 
the MIRT portfolio: 

 - Property Identification and Acquisition 

 - Property Due Diligence 

 - Asset Management 

 

MEDIA COMMENT & INTERVIEW 
Guy Pahor     
Chief Operating Officer 
MAB Corporation 
Tel: (03) 8681 2280                   
Mob: 0412 466 129 

MEDIA CONTACT & FURTHER INFORMATION 
Vaia Goodwin 
Communications Manager 
MAB Corporation Pty Ltd 
Tel: (03) 8681 2289 
Mob: 0432 286 615 

 
 
 
Important Notice: This update has been prepared by MAB Funds Management Limited (AFSL 232 747) for general information 
purposes and while every care has been taken in relation to its accuracy, no warranty is given or implied. The information in 
this update is general in nature and does not constitute an offer nor does not take into account your objectives, financial 
situation or needs.  Before you invest in any MAB FM trusts you should read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement and 
Prospectus carefully in its entirety and, if required, obtain independent financial and legal advice.  A copy of each PDS and 
Prospectus can be obtained from MAB Funds Management Limited, 441 St Kilda Road, Melbourne, VIC, 3004 or 
www.mabfunds.com.au.  MAB Funds Management Limited nor any of their respective directors, officers or associates 
guarantee or give any reassurance as to the performance of the investment, the repayment of capital or any particular rate of 
capital or income return and past performance is not an indication of future performance. 
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